INTRODUCTION

The KES Collection

Photography acquired great popularity in Afghanistan during the reign of Amir Habibullah, for the Amir himself was an enthusiastic and accomplished photographer. Occasionally he exhibited his work, using the proceeds from the sale of prints to help finance an orphanage he founded in 1911. A Royal Studio was established inside the Arg (Palace), and, on the left bank of the Kabul River, a Public Studio did a brisk business. Both Indian and Afghan photographers in these studios produced prints of admirable professional quality. In addition, Mahmud Beg Tarzi further popularized photography as a hobby by periodically featuring photo competitions in *Seraj ul-Akhbar* (Torch of the News), the newspaper he published in Kabul from 1911-1918.

The most avid photographer of the day, however, was the Amir's eldest son, Sardar Enayatullah. Almost daily, mounds of prints were processed in the darkroom of his Deh Afghanan haremsarai in Kabul. These prints recorded the activities of the court at work and at play. Most particularly they provided a delightfully intimate and detailed image of the Sardar with his wife Khayriya, daughter of Mahmud Beg Tarzi, whom he married in 1909, and their thirteen children born in Kabul before 1929. Pictures of many ladies in the royal family within the royal harem are also of unique interest.

By the end of 1928, therefore, masses of prints existed, some in albums in the library, but most stashed indiscriminately here and there throughout the Sardar's household.

Then civil war engulfed the country. King Amanullah abdicated in favor of his brother, Sardar Enayatullah, who, however, relinquished his position as the king after three days and left Kabul on the 17th of January 1929. For the next nine months, Habibullah Ghazi, sometimes called Bacha Sagao (son-of-a-watercarrier), ruled at Kabul.

When the royal family quitted Afghanistan for exile in Tehran and Europe, one member carried a vivid memento of their former life in Afghanistan. King Enayatullah's eldest son, Khalilullah, was as passionately devoted to photography as his father. Before leaving the Deh Afghanan haremsarai, therefore, he tossed many handfuls of prints into his suitcases, and, as a consequence, arrived in Tehran with little else. His family chided him and the sensitive nineteen-year-old reacted by refusing to show the pictures to anyone. His interest in photography never faltered, however, and he assiduously added a photographic record of life in exile to the original collection.

King Enayatullah died in Tehran in 1946, after which Khalilullah, now Sardar Khalilullah Enayat Seraj (KES), and most of his family, including Khayriya, his mother, return occupied by the Governor of Kabul during the reign of Habibullah Ghazi. Khalilullah's family found the house remarkably intact, except for the photo albums, which were missing from the library. The prints salvaged by Khalilullah in 1929 and returned in 1946 were now all that remained of the once vast record of a lost era. They continued to be unseen, however, thrown into cardboard boxes under the bachelor hoarder's bed.
Searching for early pictures of Kabul to illustrate *An Historical Guide to Kabul* published in 1964, I was told by one of Khalilullah’s uncles "I know where there are some, but you'll never see them - no one ever has." Challenged, I pleaded. KES was pleasant and set up appointments, not once, but many times, only to break them. He was then a dashing young man-about-town, happily acquiring pictures of social occasions and prominent personalities. The collection grew by astounding numbers.

All this came to an end in 1973 with the founding of the Republic of Afghanistan. King Mohammad Zahir (1933-1973) was dethroned and exiled. KES, who had been a musahib (companion) to the king was, in effect, psychologically exiled, although he continued to live in Kabul. Ill-health and worrisome eye problems also plagued the one-time prince, causing him to retreat into lonely semi-retirement. Finally, in 1974 the long awaited call came: "Let us organize the photographs."

The sheer volume, not to mention the disorder, was enough to make one quail. Prints of every period from the 1860s to the 1970s, over 100 years, were thrown together in box after box. They numbered an estimated 5 to 8 thousand, ranging from mounted portraits measuring 44 x 59 cm. to miniscule bits not more than 1.5 x 3 cm.

We then decided that the initial catalogue would cover everything up to the exile in 1929, and began gross sorting. Gradually, KES selected a series of categories and sub-categories. These are listed in the Table of Contents

During the night of 5 September 1978 Khalilullah Enayat Seraj died peacefully in his sleep. The KES catalogue remains; a fitting memorial from which scholars will long benefit.

**The KES Catalogue**

The pictures are arranged by reign beginning with Amir Dost Mohammad (1826-1839; 1843-1863) and ending with Habibullah Ghazi (1929). The collection representing each reign is preceeded by an historical outline, which covers immediate family connections and major events illustrated in the collection. Sub-categories within each reign relate to various subjects such as family members (wives, sons, etc.) or activities (sports, official ceremonies, etc.).

Each print is numbered with a KES number from -/1 through 2268. Items numbered -/1 thru -/10 are either printed portraits, clip-pings, lithographs, or photographs of such types of material. Not being original photographs, they are considered to be technically outside the photographic collection which begins with the reign of Amir Sher Ali (1863-1866; 1868-1879). KES No. -/1, a color printed bust portrait of Mahmud of Ghazni was retained by KES at the last moment.

Because of the great number of prints from the reigns of Amir Habibullah (1919-1929) and King Amanullah (1919-1929), each print from the reign of Amir Abdur Rahman (1830-1901) onwards carries a reign number for double checking: AAR= Amir Abdur Rahman; H=Ami Habibullah; A=King Amanullah; HG=Habibullah Ghazi; E=Exile. Thus, KES No. 329 H- 240 indicates that print No. 329 is No. 240 of Amir Habibullah’s reign.
Since Amir Habibullah's reign begins with KES No. 90, the H number should always be 89 minus the KES number.

These numbers do not, however, indicate that KES No. 329 is the 329th print in the collection. Continual discovery of new caches of prints and frequent shifting of prints from one sub-category to another necessitated the introduction of a slash system.

RES No. 517/9/1, for instance, indicates that 9 prints were inserted after KES No. 517 and that another print was inserted at an even later date. Happily, such confusion, rampant during the cataloguing process, no longer affects rapid location of any given print. The system has proved itself to be thoroughly efficient on a number of occasions.

There are 2772 prints in the arranged collection, even though the last print is numbered KES No. 2268 E-73. For easy reference, the total number of prints in each category appears at the top of the historical outline for each reign; the total number in each sub-category appears under each sub-category heading.

The loose leaf catalogue contains a separate information sheet for each print which records the following information: Number (No.); reign; sub-category; date; description and identification; photographer (where possible); size; type of finish (sepia, purple, or green tone; B/W, i.e. black/white; glossy or mat, etc.); condition of print; reference to any publication of print, etc; subject cross-index; comments. The preparation of these information sheets is still in progress and compilation of additional information, such as more complete listings for "reference," is part of the ongoing research.

Using the subject cross-index for a particular print, one may refer to the compiled alphabetical subject index to find related prints.

Family relations in group photographs are given with each entry. Although this results in considerable repetition, it saves one from constant reference to the personality index.

The catalogue has two indexes: personalities and subjects. The index to personalities takes the form of condensed biographies containing information on personal relationships and careers pertinent to the individual's appearance in the collection. It is not intended to present exhaustive biographies. This index is not yet complete, and the cataloguer intends to check, complete, and better systematize the biographies during her next two years in Afghanistan, a time consuming exercise, for contradictions abound and memories are often vague and imprecise. Published material often contains regrettably glaring errors. When completed, the biographical index will, it is hoped, be a useful companion to May Schinasi's brilliant genealogy covering much of the same period, a time of crucial transition in Afghan history.

To protect the fragile old photographs from excessive handling and to facilitate study, Louis Dupree rephotographed almost all the old prints in numerical sequence. Only a few badly defaced and faded or repetitious prints were not photographed. The resulting fifty-four contact sheets have been inserted in the catalogue preceeding related sections (see illus. pg. V). Each contact prin has an appropriate KES number on the back.
A glance at the table of contents, the entries, and the two indexes will readily suggest myriad uses for research projects. The collection contains a wide cross section of society from kings to servants, foreigners to peasants, political leaders to poets. The collection has already been utilized for studies in psychology and medicine, architecture, social change, the first and only railroad in Afghanistan, hunting, and the introduction of golf.

Photographs provide a great reservoir of material for scholarly research hitherto largely untapped. Too often photographs have been utilized simply for illustrative purposes. However, from observing close and frequent association of individuals over long periods or during specific crises, it is possible to deepen an understanding of political currents. Changes in architecture and fashion indicate changes in attitudes. The great slaughter of animals on hunting expeditions helps to explain changes in ecology.

Ideally, the KES catalogue will also pave the way for the establishment of a section of archival photographs within the National Archives of Afghanistan. A proposal to this effect has been submitted for consideration. The collection has already generated a new appreciation for antique photographs on the part of the government of Afghanistan and prompted it to acquire a number of significant collections, including several family photo albums missing from King Enayatullah’s library. To date, however, no attempt has been made to date or identify the purchased prints. Therefore, as a research tool these albums remain useless. Perhaps the KES Collection will spur the authorities to make effective use of these resources.

Nancy Hatch Dupree
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AMIR SHER ALI

b. ca. 1821 - d. 21 Feb. 1879 aged 58
r. 12 June 1863 - summer 1866
7 Sept. 1868 - 21 Feb. 1879 12 years

s/o Amir Dost Mohd. + Khadija dtr/o Rahmatullah Popalzai, the official Queen of Amir'Dost Mohd.

br/o Mohd. Akbar Khan d. 1847 (others say 1845)
Ghulam Hayder Khan d. 1858
Mohd. Amin Khan d. 1865

1/2 br/o Amir Mohd. Afzal (f/o Amir Abdur Rahman); b. 1811, d. 1867.
Amir Mohd. Azam; b. 1818, deposed 1879, d. 1868.

f/o Crown Prince Abdullah Jan, d. 17 Aug. 1878
Amir Mohd. Yaqub; abdicated Oct. 1879
Mohd. Ayub Khan; b. 1857; Hero of Maiwand 1880; exiled 1881; d. 1914


1867 Ousted irrm Kabul by Mohd. Azam and Abdur Rahman.


1869 March Ambala Conference; accompanied by his young son Abdullah Jan, who was declared Crown Prince just before the conference. (KES 4-4/2)

1878 22 July Russian mission arrived Kabul.
14 Aug. British demand to send mission to Kabul.
21 Nov. British troops entered Afghanistan.
Dec. Amir Sher Ali left for Mazar-i-Sharif; Yaqub

1879 21 Feb. Mazar-i-Sharif; buried at the Shrine of Ali.
AMIR MOHAMMAD YAQUB

b. cat 1849/50 - d. 1925 aged 75
r. Apr. 1879 - Oct. 1879 6 months

s/o Amir Sher Ali + Maryam -tr/o Sa'adat Khan Mohmand of Lalpura.

br/o Mohd. Ayub Khan (KES 13/4; 13/5)

1/2 br/o Crown Prince Abdullah Jan s/o Amir Sher Ali + A'esha Ghilzai.


1863 June  Appt. Gov. Herat
1869 Mar.  Regent at Kabul during Ambala Conference.
1871 Feb.  Fled to Persia via Sistan.
           May  Retook Herat
1874 2 Nov.  Arr. Kabul
           8 Nov.  Imprisoned.
1878 21 Nov. British troops enter Afghanistan; Cavagnari, British Rep., in Jalalabad.
           Dec.  Released from prison; appt. regent; Amir Sher Ali leaves for Mazar-i-Sharif.
           Apr  Proclaims himself Amir.
           26 May  Treaty of Gandamak.
1880 Aug. Joined by 4 wives, 2 sons, 2 daughters and others.
1925 Died in India.
SUMMARY CATALOGUE

REIGN: AMIR DOST MOHAMMAD
KES -/2 thru -/10. 9 pics. mainly of paintings or drawings of Amir Dost Mohd. and other early rulers, as well as participants in the 1st Anglo-Afghan War (1838 – 1842), such as Wazir Akbar Khan s/o Amir Dost Mohd; Lady Sale; Dr. Brydon.

KES -/9 fine sepia tone photo of a large engraving of Lady Butler's painting of Dr. Brydon arriving in Jalalabad. The engraving hung in the large salon Of Sardar Enayatullah's Deh Afghanan haremserai, Kabul, and appears in a number of pics. in the collection. Present location of the engraving is unknown.

REIGN: AMIR SHER ALI
KES 1 thru 5/2. 14 pics. of the Amir alone and with his courtiers; at the Ambala Conference, March 1869.

KES 1: Amir Sher Ali full fig. seated with sword across lap. Ref: Gregorian no. 2; Kakar fac. p.8.


KES 5: An unusual bust portrait of the Amir with no hat.


REIGN: AMIR MOHAMMAD YAQUB
KES 6 thru 13/5. 14 pics. of Amir Mohd. Yaqub alone and with his court; in exile in India; his family.

KES 8: An interesting cameo bust portrait showing the Amir wearing his distinctive spiked helmet. Date: 1878.


KES 13/1: Shortly before the Amir's death in 1925 in India. Special memorial services were held in Kakul's schools to mourn ills passing. Date: 1922.
AMIR ABDUR RAHMAN

b. 1833 or 1844 - d. Oct. 1901 aged 57
r. Sept. 1880 - 1 Oct. 1901 21 years

s/o Amir Mohd. Afzal + a Bangash
gs/o Amir Dost Mohammad
no bros; one sis, Sahib Sultana
nephew/o Amir Sher Ali
1st cousin/o Amir Mohd. Yaqub & Ayub Khan; Mohd. Is'haq

f/o Abdullah Khan b. 1860 - d. ca. 1879; by Maryan, Bobo Jan
Qala-i-Hazara
Habibullah b. 21 Apr. 1871 - d. 20 Feb. 1919; by Asel, Bibi Walida
Nasrullah b. 7 Apr. 1875 - c. 1919; by Asel, Bibi Walida
Shamsuddin b. July 1881 - d. Sept. 1883; by Bibi Halima, Bobo Jan
Hafizullah b. 1884 - d. cat 1899 aged 15; by Gulrez,
Aminullah b. Oct. 1885; by Nekadam, Nuristani
Mehd. Omar b. Sept 1889; by Bibi Halima, Bobo Jan
Shulam Ali b. 1890; by Patshah Begum, Uzbak
Fatima d. young; by Zahara Sughnani
Hapera, Okht us-Seraj; by Staro, Chitrali

Title: Zia al-millat-i-wa-al Din
Light of the Nation and Religion

1866- In service of his father, Amir Mohd. Afzal; r. 1866-1867
1867- In service cf his uncle, Amir Mohd. Azam; r. 1867-68
1868 7 Sept. defeated at Shahsgao; Jan. 1869 again defeated
      at Bamiyan; fled to India,then Persia with Amir Mohd.
      Azam
1863 Arr. Bakkara where not well received; proceeded to
1873 Removed to Tashkent; in exile in Central Asia total of
      11 years
1880 Feb.-Mar. (others may say May) Reentered Afghanistan.
      July Proclaimed himself Amir at Charikar.
      11 Aug. Assumed formal control at Kabul
1881 Apr. Defeated Mohd. Ayub at Kundahar
1885 Mar. Rawalpindi Conference (KES 53-54a)
      (KES 50,51)
1895 May-Aug? Sardar Nasrullah's visit to England; arr. 24
      May (KES 60-69)
1901 1 Oct. Died at Bagh-i-Bala, Kabul, of gout; had
      suffered with gout for about 10 years. Buried
      at Bostan Serai, Kabul. (KES 89)
REIGN: AMIR ABDUR RAHMAN
Sub-category: Portraits alone and with son.
KES 13/6-18; 7 pics.
KES 14: The Amir dressed in chapan and turban with the eldest son Habibullah, aged 3, in similar dress. Superb quality; mounted. Date: Samarkand, 1874. Ref: Kakar fact p. 60.
KES 16: See illus. next page.
17 and 18 dated late in reign show gathering ravages of gout.

REIGN: AMIR ABDUR RAHMAN
KES 19-22; 4 pics.
KES 19: Bibi Jan Dokhtar-i-Mir dtr/o Mir Jahandad Shah of Darwaz; poor print.
KES 20: Asel, handmaiden of KES 19; m/o Habibullah & Nasrullah.
KES 21: Maryam, Bobojan Qala-i-Hazara dtr/o Sardar Fakir Mohd. Barakzai; 1st nikahi (legally wedded wife); m/o Abdullah d. in Kandahar 1879-80 aged cat 19.

REIGN AMIR ABDUR RAHMAN
Sub-category: Sons and their wives; daughters; grandchildren; var. relatives of Amir Abdur Rahman.
KES 23-51; 32 pics.
KES 24: Sons Habibullah and Nasrullah with their tutors in Samarkand. Date: 1877. Ref: Kakar fact p. 220.
KES 25: Sons Habibullah and Nasrullah with their retinue in Kabul. Date: ca. 1883.
KES 34 thru 36 - 3 pics, of fine quality portraits of Sardar Nasrullah an d his wife, Belqis; son Azizullah and dtr. Hajera, in western dress. Date: 1898.
KES 40: Ghulam Ali, youngest son; by Patshah Begem Uzbak.
KES 48: Bust portrait of Sardar Yahya Khan f/o Sardars Mohd. Asef and Mohd. Yusuf; one of the finest, most sensitive pics. in the collection. Date: cat 1900.
KES 49: 1/2 fig. seated portrait of Sardar Ghulam Mohd. "Tarzi" f/o Mahmud Beg Tarzi; also an extremely handsome print.

REIGN AMIR ABDUR RAHMAN
Sub-category: Official durbars; misc. persons and activities.
KES 52-89; 40 pics.
KES 53 thru 54a: 3 pics of the Amir in Rawalpindi. Dated: 1885.
KES 60: Arrival at Portsmouth Harbor. Date: 24 May 1895.
KES 85: Kush Dil "Loynab"; portrait with turban. Date: cat 1885?
AMIR HABIBULLAH

b. 21 Apr. 1871 - d. 20 Feb. 1919 in Samarkand aged 48
r. 3 Oct. 1901 - 20 Feb. 1919; assassinated 18 years

s/o eldest, Amir Abdur Rahman and Asel; Wakhi handmaiden of the Amir's 2nd w. Bibi Jan Dokhtar-i-Mir dtr/o Mir Jahandad Shah of Darwaz (Badakhshan)

br/o Sardar Nasrullah

f/o ca. 23 sons; 25 dtrs; approx. 1/2 of whom represented in the KES collection.

Title: Seraj al-mellat we-ad-din
Torch of the Nation and Religion

1891 Proclaimed heir-designate
1901 3 Oct, proclaimed Amir. (KES 90-92)
1903 Amnesty for all exiles proclaimed.
1904 Habibiya School established
Dec.-March 1905: Dane Mission in Kabul
Harbiya (Military School) established (KES 162-163/2)
1905 Spring: return of Tarzi family to Kabul
1907 2 Jan.- 7 March: the Amir's visit to India (KES 324-330)
Harbiya (Military School) established (KES 189-201)
1915 Sept.-May 1916 Hentig-Niedermeyer Mission in Kabul
1919 20 Feb: assassinated at Qala Gosh, Laghman;
buried on the Jalalabad golf course (KES 946)

REIGN: AMIR HABIBULLAH
Sub-category: Coronation and Official Audiences
KES 90-93; 9 pics.
KES 90 thru 92: 3 pics. of the Amir surrounded by his bros., his sons and other court dignitaries. Apparently the ceremony in Bagh-i-Babur at 12:30 noon on the 5th day after the death of Amir Abdur Rahman, at which Sardar Nasrullah presented the Koran, flag and sword of Amir Abdur Rahman to Amir Habibullah.

KES 90 thru 92: 3 pics. of the Amir surrounded by his bros., his sons and other court dignitaries. Apparently the ceremony in Bagh-i-Babur at 12:30 noon on the 5th day after the death of Amir Abdur Rahman, at which Sardar Nasrullah presented the Koran, flag and sword of Amir Abdur Rahman to Amir Habibullah.
REIGN: AMIR HABIBULLAH
Sub-category: Portraits and the Amir alone; many on hunting trips; Military uniforms; civil dress; last phot. (KES 121)
KES 94-121; 29 pics.

KES 95: On handsome white horse. Date: 1902
Ref. Hamilton

KES 101 thru 102: 2 pics. Of Amir Habibullah in hunting dress seated under date palms in Khorma Bagh (Date Garden) nr. Darunta, Jalalabad. Dated 1903 and 1904.

REIGN: AMIR HABIBULLAH
Sub-category: Mother of Amir Habibullah, Bibi Walida (Asel), Wakhi
KES 121/1-121/9; 9 pics.

REIGN: AMIR HABIBULLAH
Sub-category: Wives (nikahi, legally wed) of Amir Habibullah
KES 123-153; 46 pics

KES 123 thru 126: 22 pics. Of ULYA JAHI, Badrul Haram Shuju'at dtr/o Abdul Majid Safi of Tago; first w/o Amir Habibullah m/o Enayatullah + Afaq Sultan. Dated: 1906-1918.
123-124: Sardar Enayatulla with his first surati, Jan Begum dtr/o Parwana Khan who went to Samarkand with Amir Abdur Rahman.
Jan Begum dismissed after Sardar Enayatullah's engagement to Khayriya. Date: ca. 1908.
126/3: Procession of elephants.
127: Family portrait showing elaborate wedding gowns. Afaq Sultan; Ulya Jah; Khayriya; Sardar Enayatullah.

KES 137 thru 149:14 pics. Of Sarwar Sultana, ULYA HAZRAT, Seraj Ul-Khawatin dtr/o Shaghashi Sher Dil "Loynab"; m/o King Amanullah + Obaydullah + Sahera + Safya + Razilya + Mamlakat Dated: 1901-1960

KES 150 thru 153:10 pics of other nikahi.
150, 151: Zahara, ULYA ROTBA, Satar ul-haram dtr/o Mohd. Ibrahim + Mastura (grdtr/o Amir Dost Mohammad); no children. Date: 1234 (1906-07). Ref: Asia
152, 152/1: Mahbuba, ULYA JANAS, Nur ul-haram dtr/o Sardar Mohd. Yusuf + 1° w. Sharaf Sultan Sadozai; sis/o King Nadir + Shah Wali + Shah Mahmud; m/o Asadullah.
153: ADEKO, sis/o Gen. Zalmai Mangal from Paktya; nikahi but prob. Later divorced; no children. Date: 1926
153/1 - 153/5: aliya, ULYA QADER dtr/o Sardar Aziz Khan; no children by Amir Habibullah. Wedding procession; no elephants, only horse carriages and motorcars. Date: 1918.
REIGN: AMIR HABIBULLAH
Sub-category: Consorts (gurati) of Amir Habibullah
   KES 154-159: 15 pics.
   KES 157/2: Maymuna Yaftali (Badakhshan) stand. With bicycle; dtr.
                A'esha stand. Behind camera on tripod.
                Date: 1924-25.

REIGN: AMIR HABIBULLAH
Sub-category: Sardar Enayatullah, eldest s/o Amir Habibullah;
b. 20 Oct. 1888.
   KES 160-201: 120 pics.

KES 162 thru 163/2: 9 pics. of Enayatullah's trip to India (aged 16),
                     Dec. 1904-Jan. 1905
   162/1: studio portrait of Sardar Enayatullah; Sardar Mohd. Yusuf;
                Ali Ahmad (Loynab); Sardar Ismail Khan, Af. Rep. (Safir) in India.
                Calcutta. Date: Dec. 1904.
   162/3: Group of 46 persons: Sardar Enayatullah (6) with his
                entourage and British military and civilian officials. Incl:
                seated center row left-right: Sardar Mohd. Yusuf (8); Ata Mohd.
                Khan with white beard (10); Ali Ahmad (Loynab) (11).

KES 163 thru 163/3 mounted studio portraits of Sardar Enayatullah
alone by the famous English photographers in Calcutta, Bourne
and Shepherd. Bourne and Shepherd stamped in white, lower left
corner of gray mounts. Official military uniforms and official
civilian dress in both; full fig. and bust portraits.

KES 164 thru 188/7 93 pics. portraits, alone and with family.
Dated: 1906-1918.
   164-179/3/1: military uniforms
   164: winter uniform with plumed helmet. Date: 1906
   166: winter uniform with garaquli. Date: 1327 (1908/9)
   167: elaborate dress uniform with gold frogging on tunic;
                garaquli with chain and upright plume. Date: 1910
   169: school uniform of the Harbiya (Military School);
                full fig. standing; unbelted single row button
                tunic; trousers; garaquli; sword.
                This was one of the first printed picture post-
                cards issued in Afghanistan. Printed in Dari at
below of pic: Sardar Enayatullah, Prince of
                Afghanistan. Printed in Dari on back of card are
                the instructions not to place card in envelope,
                place stamp directly on card. Date: 1913
   169/1: wears garrison cap. Date: 1913
   171: white summer uniform with plumed helmet. Date: 1914
   178/1+2: wears German metal helmet bearing Afghan emblem; made
                in mashin-khana, copied from original presented by
                von Hentig. Date: 1917

179/4-188/4: civil dress. Dated: 1906-1918
   179/4: evening tails. Date: 1916
   180/3: frock coat. Date: 1912
   181/2: see illustration next page.
   183/21: summer suit; with camera. Date: 1911
   186-186/5: riding in Khorma Bagh, etc. Dated: 1917,1918
   187/5-187/6: Family outing by car in Kabul, in deep snow; prob.
                 Fiat, not certain. Dated: 1917
   187/5-188/7: various outings. Dated: 1917
REIGN: AMIR HABIBULLAH
192: Sardar Enayatullah in school uniform: breeches; puttees, leather belt with cartridge pouches, shoulder straps; garaquli; stand. with Mahmud Sami Baghdadhi, instructor, later Commandant, at the Harbiya. Date: 1911
196 and 197: The football team. Dated: 1911
Ref: Numbers of pics. of Enayatullah at the Harbiya in Thornton p. 161 ff.

REIGN: AMIR HABIBULLAH
Sub-category: The Mahmud Beg Tarzi Family
KES 201/1-211: 37 pics.
KES 201/1 and 202/2: Tarzi children, incl: Soraya, Huriya, Khayriya dtr/o Mahmud Beg + Rasmia; Abdur Rauf s/o Habibullah Beg Tarzi; Adib s/o Saleli Effendi. Date: Damascus, cat 1898
KES 202 and 203: Mahmud Beg Tarzi at work at his desk (1910); discussing issue No. 16 of the 1st year of Seraj ul-Akhbar the newspaper he edited and published 9 Oct. 1911 - 19 Dec. 1918. Dated: 1912
KES 203/1: Mahmud Beg and his wife Rasmia dtr/o Saleh Effendi. Date: 1912
KES 203/2: Mahmud Beg with his son-in-law Sardar Enayatullah s/o Amir Habibullah. Date: 1909, winter.
KES 204: Rasmia and Mahmud Beg, Sardar Enayatullah and Khayriya on the occasion of the engagement of the Sardar to Khayriya. Date: 1909, Kabul
KES 205: Saleh Effendi f/o Rasmia with his son, Adib, the half bro/o Rasmia. Date: 1905/6
KES 205/2: Bobo Jan 1st w/o Ghulam Mohd. Tarzi f/o Mahmud Beg, with her grdtr, Huriya dtr/o Mahmud Beg. Date: 1912

REIGN: AMIR HABIBULLAH
Sub-category: Other sons of Amir Habibullah
KES 212-233: 55 pics.
KES 212 thru 219: 13 pics. of HAYATULLAH, Azod ud-dawla; s/o a Chitrali (others say Nuristani); b. 1888. Dated 1906-1918. 216: see p. 24 for illustration.
KES 229 thru 230/3: 6 pics. of MOHD KABIR, s/o Zarin Hazara; b. 1895. Excellent for civilian and military dress. Dated 1913-1916

Sub-Category: Other sons of Amir Habibullah cont.

REIGN: AMIR HABIBULLAH
Sub-category: Dtrs/o Amir Habibullah
KES 243 thru 254: 14 pics. of other dtrs/o Amir Habibullah. Dated: 1908-1916
243: RAHIMA dtr/o Maryam, Nayrat ul-haram, Shughnana. Date: 1916
KES 244/2: SAFIYA, Samar us-seraj. Dated 1917
245 thru 250: 6 pics. of RAZIYA, Nur us-Seraj. Dated 1908-1911
246, 250: with bicycle
248: with camera
251: SHAH JAHAN dtr/o Zarin Hazara; sis Gawhar (253). Dated 1916
252: HABIBA dtr/o Kawik Nuristani. Date: 1910/11
253: GAWIAR dtr/o Zarin Hazara; sis/o Shah Jahan (251); with Sardar Enayatullah. Date: 1917
254: AISHA dtr/o Maimuna surati, d. young; with Sardar Enayatullah. Date: 1918

REIGN: AMIR HABIBULLAH
Sub-category: Brs, sis., var. rel/o Amir Habibullah
256/2, 256/3: wedding of Amanullah. Dated: Aug. 1913
KES 264: AMINULLAH s/o Amir Abdur Rahman + Nekadam Chitrali, kaneez (Slave girl) of Bibi Halima w/o Amir Abdur Rahman; b. Oct. 1885. Date: 1903
KES 264/1 thru 267: 5 pics MOHD. OMAR s/o Amir Abdur Rahman + 3rd w. Bibi Halima; b. 15 Sept. 1889 in Mazar-i-Sharif.
266/1: hunting Date: 1916
267: golf Date: 181
KES 268 thru 270: 3 pics of HAJERA, Okht us-Seraj dtr/o Amir Abdur Rahman + Staro Chitrali. Dated 1915-1916
268: with husband Mohd. Yunus gs/o Amir Dost Mohd. Date 1915
269: in motor car Dated 1915/16
KES 271 thru 273' 3 pics. of various relatives. Dated: 1913-1915
271: Niamatullah s/o Aminullah seen in KES 264; Azizullah s/o Nasrullah Date: 1915
272: Mohd. Azim, youngest s/o Amir Dost Mohd. Date: 1917
273: Sardar Mohd. Yusuf s/o Amir Dost Mohd. + dtr/o Aziz Khan Jabar Khel; f/o Mohd. Yunus seen in KES 268 Date: 1913
REIGN: AMIR HABIBULLAH
Sub-category: Hunting and sports
KES 274-323 52 pics.
KES 274 thru 290: 17 pics. on hunting. Dated: 1907-1916
274-276, 280-281: bird hunting in boats at Qala-i-Hashmat Khan
below Bala Hissar, Kabul.
277-279: by elephant.
282-284: fishing
285-290: wild goat and sheep
290: Amir with large group on hunting trip to Qala-i-Gosh,
Laqhman, in Feb. 1919 on which the Amir was assassinated.
Ref: AUFS Video
KES 291 thru 295: 6 pics. of golfing on the Chaman-i-Honzouri
(opp. Id Gah mosque), Kabul. Dated: 1912-1917

REIGN: AMIR HABIBULLAH
Sub-category: Trip to India 2 Jan. - 7 Mar. 1907
KES 324-330; 7 pics.
Among those represented:
KES 324: Sardar Mohd. Asef; br/o Sardar MoUd. Yusuf (327)
325: The Amir with British dignitaries; photo by Edna
Lorenz, 80 Chowringhee, Calcutta
326: Sulayman Khan s/o Sardar Mohd. Asef (324)
327: Sardar Mohd. Yusuf; Sardar Mohd. Asef; Lord Minto. Viceroy
of India; dtr/o Lord Minto; w/o Lord Minto; Henry Dobbs,
political officer
330: Sardar Mohd. Yusuf; Mr. Fennell, English driver for
the Amir; on tiger shoot.
REF: Gregorian # 7

REIGN: AMIR HABIBULLAH
Sub-category: Official ceremonies
KES 331-399; 74 pics.
KES 331 thru 333: 3 pic. inauguration of construc. of the Darunta Bridge nr. Jalalabad. Date: cat 1913
KES 334: Opening of the 1st iron bridge; Gulbahar, nr.
Jabal us-Seraj n./o Kabul. Date: Oct. 1911
REF: Jewett p. 26 describes the ceremonies.
KES 335 thru 355. 20 pics. of various occasions. Dated:
1903-1916
339: ceremonial presentation of turbans to leading tribesmen
on Id; Kandahar. Date: 1333 (1915-16)
341-344: inspecting the mashin khana; Koti Londoni;
Kabul. Dated: 1914
349: Either von Niedermeyer or von Hentig arriving, Qasre
Stor by car; Kabul. Dated: end 1915 or before May
1916.
KES 356 thru 371: 18 pics of var. off. celebrations
in the Id Gah Mosque in Kabul. Dated 1912-1916
365: Ref. AUFS Video
KES 372 thru 381: 11 pics. on educational institutions; all taken by
372: 1st Habibiya class in the mehman khana (now Waliyat).
Habibiya est. 1904; moved to mehman khana 1906;
closed after assassination attempt on Amir Habibullah in
1909. Date: 1906
377/1: Habibiya school in Bagh i Mardan nr. Kabul R; reopened
1916 on appt. Sardar Enayatullah as Min. Ed. Date:
1917
381: Tanaqi (Progress) School in Tanursazee section of the old
city of Kabul. Date: 1917
KES 382 thru 399: 21 pics. of military parades. During this reign Two military reviews held annually, in summer and Autumn; mostly at Khwaja Rawash (present airport). Dated: 1909-1916.
383: passing of the mountain train. Date: Oct. 1909
387: Amir Habibullah err. in Daimler. Date: 1914

REIGN: AMIR HABIBULLAH
Sub-category: Prominent personalities
KES 400-460 64 pics.
KES 401/1: The Musahiban family. Date: 1913
KES 418: General MOHD. AKRAM; accomp. Sardar Nasrullah to London 1895. Date: 1900.
KES 421: SHAH ALI REZA; executed for the assassination of Amir Habibullah. Date: 1912.
KES 427: Group of 7 Ghulam Bacha. Date: 1909.
431 thru 434 4 pics. religious leaders. Dated: 1912.
KES 1439 and 440: 2 pics. of BABRAK ZADRAN, an influential tribal leader.
KES 445 thru 448: 3 pics. of DR. MUNIR BEG, Turkish doctor, and his family:
447: performing operation with Sardar Enayatullah and others observing. Date 1912
448: a man whose leg was amputated by Dr. Munir Beg, wearing wooden leg made by the doctor. Date 1912.
KES 451 MR. DARBY, British geologist. Date: 1911.
453 REZA BEG, Turkish gunpowder maker. Date: 1915-16.
459 and 460: The Bokharan envoy and his retinue. Date: 1918.

REIGN: AMIR HABIBULLAH
Sub-category: Human anomalies
KES 461-479: 19 pics.
KES 461 thru 464: 4 pics of MOHD. GUL, the giant, with a dwarf. Dated: 1915.
KES 465 and 466: 2 pics. of ADE RISHDAR, the bearded lady. Dated: 1915.
KES 467: girl with elephantiasis. Dated 1918
468 and 469: SARDAR KHAN and MALIK OF PAKTYA; two women who always dressed in men's clothing. Dated: 1915.
KES 470: man with neck 6 inches long. Date: 1915.
471 through 476: 6 pics. of a man with no arms performing var. feats with his feet; he came from somewhere in the north. Dated: 1915.
471: riding a horse holding reins in his teeth
473: washing his face
474: tying his turban; see illus. next page
475: pouring tea
476: drinking tea; see illus. next page
KES 471 thru 476: Man from the north with no arms performing a series of feats with his feet. Series of 6 pics. Deh Afghanan haremserai of Sardar Enayatullah, Kabul:

REIGN: AMIR HABIBULLAH
Sub-category: Family of Sardar Enayatullah
KES 486/1 - 517/39: 182 pics.
KES 486/1 through 487: 15 pics. of Sardar Enayatullah and his wife Khayriya, Khanoum Effendi dtr/o Mahmud Beg Tari + Rasmiya.
486/1: Day of their engagement; Date 1909.
493: with dog carts. Date: 1918

KES 515/1 thru 517/39 90 pics. of the other children of Sardar Enayatullah. Dated: 1910-1919
Taken primarily by Sardar Enayatullah and Khayriya.
515/1 ff: KHALILULLAH (KES) b. 6 Mar. 1910
517 ff: RUIULLAH b. 1911; d. young
517/2 ff: ZAYNAB b. 1912
517/5 ff: MASTURA b. 1913
517/6 ff: HOMAYRA b. 1914
517/7 ff: EUMMIDULLAH b. 1917
517/7 ff: ROQIYA b. 1918

KES 516/3/2: KES playing colf. Date: 1917
516/3/4 and 516/3/5: KES with his horse. Date: 1918
517/4/1: KES and Zayrab in large perambulator. Date: 1912
517/4/2: Children out boating. Date: 1913

KES 517/6/4: Children in horse carriage. Date: 1914
516/6/5: Children on horseback with their syces. Date: 1914

REIGN: AMIR HABIBULLAH
Sub-category: Sardar Enayatullah's official duties; var. activities.
KES 518-584/1: 95 pics.
KES 518 thru 535: 18 pics. on military duty. Dated: 1910-1918
KES 536 thru 545: 18 pics. as Minister of Education (appt. 1916); at various durbars. Dated: 1912-1918
KES 545/1 thru 556: 30 pics. on hunting. Dated: 1912-1918
KES 557 thru 584/1: 37 pics. on sports: golf, tennis, hiking. Dated: 1911-1918
KES 567: Sardar Enayatullah putting. Date 1918 REF: Asia Vol. 1, #2
KES 580: Tennis at Bagh-i-Ghulam Hayder, Jalalabad Date 1911 REF: Asia Vol. 1, #2

REIGN: AMIR HABIBULLAH
Sub-category: Various personalities; ladies of the royal family.
KES 585-631: 59 Pics.
KES 590: MOH YUNUS s/o, Mohd Yusuf s/o Amir Dost Mohd; hus/o Hajera, Okht us-Sera] dtr/o Amir Abdur Rahman. Date: 1917
KES 591: MAWLAVI MURID AHEAD, an Indian teacher; SALEH EFFENDI f/o Rasmiya w/o Mahmud Beg Tarzi. Date: 1912
KES 593-593/5: drs/o Amir Habibullah: SAHERA, SAFURA, SAFYA in fashionable long dresses. Dated: 1917-1918
KES 593/6: ZULAYKHA, Shah Bobo w/o Sardar Hayatullah s/o Amir Habibullah; with RAZIYA dtr/o Amir Habibullah, and SORAYA, Shahzada Khanoum dtr/o Mahmud Beg Tarzi and w/o King Amanullah. Date: 1916/17
KES 607: a Mr. Halliday, English engineer, with others. Date: 1917
KES 621 thru 631: 11 pics. of KHAYRIYA w/o Sardar Enayatullah in various fashions of the period. Dated: 1910-1916

ENDS REIGN OF AMIR HABIBULLAH
KING AMANULLAH

b. 1892 summer - d. 26 Apr. 1960 aged 68
in Paghman in Zurich
r. 28 Feb. 1919 - 14 Jan. 1929; abdicated 10 years

s/o 3rd s/o Amir Habibullah + 2nd w. Ulya Hazrat dtr/o Shaghasi Sher Dil "Loynab" of Kandahar + Binazir Popalzai

br/o Obaydullah Mamlakat
Saheera, Seraj ul-banat Raziya, Nur us-Seraj
Safya, Samar us-Seraj

fr/o Hedayatullah - by Gul Pani by Soraya, dtr/o Mahmud Beg
Tarzi Rahmatullah
Adela
Saifullah Maliha
Ehsanullah Najiya
Abeda. Hendiya b. Bombay, June
Amena

Title: Ayn ud-dawla
Eyes of the State

1913 Aug. mar. Soraya, Shahzada Khanoum, dtr/o Mahmud Beg Tarzi

1918 winter proclaimed Amir by the Kabul garrison 9 Hut, 1299
Sardar Nasrullah and the Musahiban family
arrested; Amanullah formally crowned.

1919 21 Feb. trial of Sardar Nasrullah, Sardar Enayatullah et
al; Shah Aui Reza sentenced to death for the
assassination; Sardar Nasrullah given life
imprisonment; Musahiban family released.

1920 17 Apr. - 18 July Mussoorie Conference (KES 807-808)
1921 1 Jan. - 22 Nov. Dobbs Mission in Kabul
Feb. - June 1922 Mohd. Wali's Mission to Europe
(KES 809-827)

1924 Mar. Mangal revolt in Khost; ending Jan. 1925;
Mullah-i-Lang principal rebel
(KES 1155, 1156)

1927 Dec. Left Kabul on European tour
(KES 1205-1288)

1928 27 June Arr. Kandahar
1 July Arr. Kabul; proceeds to Paghman
1 Sept. 3rd Loya Jirgha with 1000 delegates; in Paghman
(KES 958-1045)

2 Oct. Anti- gov't. demonstrations in Kabul
Nov. Shinwari uprising in Jalalabad region
21 Dec. Royal family evacuated to Kandahar by air

1929 14 Jan. Abdicated in favor of Sardar Enayatullah; proceeded
to Kandahar by car
Apr. Advanced on Kabul from Kandahar; 19th repulsed near
Ghazni; defeated at Moqor
(KES 2124-2177)
24 May Arr. at Chaman; boarded train at Quetta
27 Arr. Bombay

22 June Sailed from Bombay to Italy (KES 2197)
1533 Nov. Deprived of Afghan nationality; received allowances from Italian government
1960 26 Apr. Died in Zurich; buried in Jalalabad in the mausoleum of Amir Habibullah

REIGN: KING AMANULLAH
Sub-category: Portraits and the King alone.
KES 632-656/1: 26 pics.
KES 635 and 636: In Amaniya military hat, designed by himself.
  Date: 1928
KES 637, 641, 644, 648, 649: on horseback, camelback, swimming
  elephant back. Dated: 1925-3 928
  642: in dehkan (peasant) dress. Date: 1923-24
  643: in bed. Date: 1927
KES 651 and 652: At his desk. Dated: 1925-1926

REIGN: KING AMANULLAH
Sub-category: Queen Soraya alone and with the King KES 657-707: 52 pics.
KES 657 and 658: the Queen wearing official gown and tiara
  created for the European tour. Dated: 1928
  Ref: Poullada p. 83; Stewart #6.
  666 and 685: in bed. Dated: 1925, 1922
  689: riding through crowds in Kandahar with the King; wears
    voile veil. Dated: 1924 by KES but perhaps should be 1928 on
    return from Europe?
KES 674 wears hunting outfit; bag of 3 ibex. Date: 1926
KES 691-695: in Europe. Dated: 1928

REIGN: KING AMANULLAH
Sub-category: Children and family of King Amanullah KES 708-802: 103 pics.
KES 708 thru 716  9 pics. of HEDAYATULLAH (b. 1912), 1st s/o
  King Amanullah + Jadidi Nuristani surati; alone and as a school
  boy at the Lycee San Michele, Paris, France; one of the 1st group
  of students to study abroad beginning in 1921.
  Dated: 1921-1926
KES 717 thru 759  47 pics. of the children of King Amanullah
  + Queen Soraya. Dated: 1923-1929
KES 17 ff: AMINA
KES 722 ff: ABEDA
KES 725/1 ff, 730 ff: MALIHA
KES 726 ff: RAHMATULLAH
KES 726 ff: EHSANULLAH
KES 760 thru 802: 47 pics. of King Amanullah and Queen Soraya with
  their bros. and other relatives. Dated: 1919-1928

REIGN: KING AMANULLAH
Sub-category: The War of Independence 4 May - 3 June, 1919:
  also referred to as the Third Anglo-Afghan War KES 802/1-806 21 pics.
KES 802/1 thru 804  3 pics. Announcement of war in Id Gah, Kabul
  804/1 thru 804/10, 9 pics, Gathering of the troops
  804/9: Mohd. Nadir and his officers. Date: 1919
  Ref: Dupree p. 470 dated 1919; Poullada p. 205 dated 1929
KES 804/11 thru 804/16: on the battlefield
KES 805: Istiglal (Independence) Monument, Kabul. Date 1919
KES 806: Leaders of the Southern Front.

REIGN: KING AMANULLAH
Sub-category: Afghan Delegation Mussoorie Conference, 17 Apr.-24 July 1920
KES 807-808: 2 pics.
KES 808: Group portrait
1. Abdul Wahab Tarzi s/o Mahmud Beg Tarzi
2. Diwan Naranjan Das, Min. Finance
3. Ghulam Mohd. Wardak, Min. Commerce
4. Mahmud Beg Tarzi, Min. Foreign Affairs; Head of Mission
6. Col. Pir Mohd. Ilasiri, Military Member
7. Ghulam Siddiq Charkhi; left for Kabul with dispatches in June; did not return Date: Apr.-May? 1920.

REIGN: KING AMANULLAH
Sub-category: Mohd. Wali's mission to Europe and the US July 1921 to June 1922 KES 809-827: 19 pics

REIGN: KING AMANULLAH
Sub-category: Cabinet officers; Turkiffli-trained troops
KES 830-843: 14 pics.
KES 830 The First Cabinet. Date 1919
1. Ghulum Mohd. Wardak, Min. Commerce
2. Sulayman Khan, Mn. Education
3. Mohd. Nadir Khan, Min. War
4. King Amanullah
5. Mahmud Beg Tarzi, Min. For. Affairs
6. Mirza Mahmud Khan, Min. Finance
7. Azimullah, interpreter of English

REIGN: KING AMANULLAH
Sub-category: Afghan students abroad
KES 844-863: 13 pics
KES 845-846: The first pilots; studied in Italy. Dated: 1922, 1926
KES 848-854: At Paghman during the school holidays. Dated: 1927
KES 855-863: Students in France. Dated: 1921-1928

REIGN: KING AMANULLAH
Sub-category: Education
KES 864-913: 50 pics.
KES 864-901: Amaniya (later called Istiglal.); est. 1923. Dated: 1923-1928
KES 902-904: Amani (later called Nejat); est. 1924 Dated: 1924
KES 905-906: Masturat; 1st girls' school; est. 1921 Dated: 1926, 1928
KES 907-913: Provincial schools Dated: 1926-1928

REIGN: KING AMANULLAH
Sub-category: Inauguration of var. Public Works; durbars.
KES 915-957: 42 pics.
KES 916: Band-i-Ghazi, Khord Kabul. Date: 1925
918-921: Band-i-Seraj, Ghazni. Date: 1926
922: Minar-i-Elm-wa-Jahl, Kabul. Date: 1926
923-927: Mon. to Unknown Soldiers, Paghman. Date: Asad 1305 (July/Aug. 1926).
931-932: Tepe Taj Beg Palace, Darulaman; dancing the atan
(national dance). Date: 1303 (1924).
934-940: Jalalabad; durbars inside Seraj ul-Emorat. Date: 1925.
941-942: Salang highway; Jabal us-Seraj. Date: 1926.
946-948: Mausoleum of Amir Habibullah. Date: 1926.
957: Secretariat (Qasre), Darulaman. Date: Oct. 1923.

REIGN: KING AMANULLAH
Sub-category: Paghman Jeshns; particularly the last one in 1928
KES 958-1045: 88 pics.
KES 960-973: Speeches and festivities in amphitheater. Date: 1926.
975-989: Tea and shooting clay pigeons at the Race Course.
988, 994, 996, 1020: show ladies wearing the light and dark voile veils introduced by Queen Soraya to replace the chadri.
990: Elaborately caparisoned elephants with mahouts wearing clown costumes with tall dunce hats. Date 1925.
KES 1000-1015: Entertainment by Turkish strong man; European lady bare-back rider in tights; Indian magicians.
KES 1024-1026: 1000 Wakil (Parliamentary delegates. Date: Sept. 1928.
1024: Wakil dressed in turbans and chapans. Date: 1 Sept., 1928.
1025: Wakil dressed in regulation black wits and hats prescribed and issued by King Amanullah. Date: 2 Sept., 1928.
KES 1028-1030: Interior of Paghman cinema-theatre where wakil met in Sept., 1928.
1030: King Amanullah, Queen Soraya and their son Rahmatullah standing on podium as the King asks Parliament to proclaim Rahmatullah Crown Prince and heir to the throne. Date: Sept. 1928.

REIGN: KING AMANULLAH
Sub-category: Gala and other occasions
KES 1046-1094: 50 pics.
KES 1062-1064: Anniversary of the Proclamation of Amanullah as King; evening gala in Dilkusha Palace. Date: 9 Hut (29 Feb.) 1924-1926.
Date: Mizan 1306 (Oct. 1927)

REIGN: KING AMANULLAH
Sub-category: Hunting; sports (tennis, swimming); outings
KES 1095-1127: 34 pics.

REIGN: KING AMANULLAH
Sub-category: Diplomatic missions
KES 1128-1144: 20 pics.
KES 1133-1144: Foreign diplomats in Kabul (Turkish, Iranian, Russian, Italian, French). Dated: 1922-1920

REIGN: KING AMANULLAH
Sub-category: Construction projects; planes and railroad.
KES 1145-1152: 8 pics.
KES 1145: Cement factory, Zendabanai, constructed by German engineer; never functioned. Date: 1925.
1150: Narrow gauge railroad.
1151: Junkers plane used on the commercial Kabul to Tashkent route. Date: 1927. REF: Fleming in Asia xxix (1929), pgs. 91-96; 152-155.
1152: The Aqab (Eagle); made by the Junkers Co; presented to Afghanistan by the German Government. Date: 1927.
1154: Cinema poster, Kabul, for film "Love and Glory"; pic. lovely actress. Date: 1926.

REIGN: KING AMANULLAH
Sub-category: Misc. persons.
KES 1153-1157: 5 pics.
KES 1155 and 1156: Mullah-l-Lang, chief of the Pakhtya rebels; after, his arrest; executed. Date: Jan. 1925
1157: Dr. Stratil-Sauer, a German who killed an Afghan in the Khord Kabul; Dr. Grober attempted to smuggle him across the border in the boot of the Legation's car; caught; imprisoned 8 mos. in Kabul; sentenced to death and then pardoned on plea from von Hindenburgh; Dr. Grobar had to leave Afghanistan also. Date: prob. Nov. 1926.
REF: Stratil-Sauer in Asia xxix (1929), pp. 644-650; 654-659: his version, however, differs from that now told in Afghanistan; he does not, for instance, mention the attempt to smuggle himself out.

REIGN: KING AMANULLAH
Sub-category: Prominent personalities
KES 1158-1182: 46 pics.
KES 1158 thru 1178 - 22 pics. of Mohammadzai
1179 thru 1182 - 24 pics. of non-Mohammadzai

REIGN: KING AMANULLAH
Sub-category: Non-diplomatic foreigners in Kabul: American, Belgian, French, Indian, Iranian, Italian, Russian, Turkish.
KES 1183-1204: 25 pics.
KES 1189 thru 1191: Zia Humayun, Iranian; French interpreter. Dated: 1926, 1928
KES 1195: M. and Nine. Godard: with DAFA, the French archaeological mission; he was architect of the Parliament Qasre) building in Darularnan. Date: 1925.
KES 1196: Mme. Hackin w/o M. Hackin, French archaeologist; she excavated the Bagram treasure. Date: 1926.
KES 1197: Mlle. Se, French dressmaker to the Queen. Date: bet. 1925 and 1927.
KES 1198 and 1199: Mlle. Lint, Belgian French teacher to the King. Date: 1926.
KES 1201 thru 1203: Mr. and Mrs. DeGado and child with an Italian nurse; DeGado directed the building program at Paghman. Date: bet. 1925-1927.
KES 1204: Jackson Fleming, American writer. Date: Summer 1928. Ref: 5 articles in Asia xxix.

REIGN: KING AMANULLAH
Sub-category: The European Tour, Dec. 1927 - 1 July 1928.
KES 1205-1288 85 pics.

REIGN: KING AMANULLAH

REIGN: KING AMANULLAH
Sub-category: The Tarzi Family
KES 1369-1471: 105 pics
REIGN: KING ANANULLAH
Sub-category: Sardar Enayatullah and family
KES 1472-1573: 105 pics.
KES 1516: Phaeton carriage with 2 horses in front of the small
villa built in Chihlsitoon garden by King Amanullah as a play
house for his children. Date: 1304 (1925)
KES 1519: Khayrullah, 4th s/o Sardar Enayatullah, seated on a
huge pile of rose petals; Khayriya taking a picture of him; Sardar. Enayatullah was famous for his essence of rosewater
used for flavoring puddings, etc. Date: 1921
KES 1567: Sardar Enayatullah examining a huge mound of prints just
processed by him in his Deh Afghanan haremserai laboratory.
Date: 1925

REIGN: KING AMANULLAH
Sub-category: Brothers, sisters and cousins of Sardar Enayatullah
KES 1575-1745: 180 pics.
11 sons; 15 dtrs/o Amir Habibullah; 12 cousins, male +
female; Primarily alone or in groups; only a few hunting,
tennis, etc.
KES 1636: ABDUL MAJID s/o Amir Habibullah; wears turban and long
beard; taken just before he was executed by Habibullah Ghazi
(Bacha Sagao) holds eldest son Sulayman (d. aged 15 in Kabul) as
a baby: Date: 1929
KES 1651 and 1652: Wedding of AFAQ SULTAN, Shams ul-banat, dtr /o Amir
Habibullah, and Abdul Wahed Khan; separated after 2 years; no
children. Dated: 1925
KES 1674: RAZIYA, Nur us-Sera] dtr/o Amir Habibullah with her hus.
Mohd. Hasan Ziayi, shortly after their marriage Date: 1927. Ref: Asia
Vol. 1, #2.

REIGN: KING AMANULLAH
Sub-category: Household staff of Sardar Enayatullah
KES 1746-1769: 24 pics.

REIGN: KING AMANULLAH
Sub-category: KES with his family and friends
KES 1770-2035; 284 pics.

REIGN: KING AMANULLAH
Sub-category: Other children of Sardar Enayatullah; b. after 1919
KES 2036-2123: 80 pics.

KES 2070ff: HAMIDA b. 1920
2078 ff: KHAYBULLAH b. 1921
2094 ff: ESMATULAH b. 1922
2108 ff: LATIFTA b. 1923
2112 ff: ANISA b. 1921
2114 ff: NAFISA b. 1925
2229 ff: FATIMA b. June, 1929 in Bombay

ENDS REIGN OF AMANULLAH
KING ENAYATULLAH


r. 14 Jan. 1929-17 Jan. 1929: abdicated 3 days

s/o eldest s/o Amir Habibullah + Ulya Jah dtr/o Abdul Majid safi from, Tagab

br/o Afaq Sultan, Shams ul--banat

f/o Khalilullah (KES)
  Ruhullah
  Zaynab
  Mastura
  Homayra
  Hamidullah
  Rogya

  Hamida
  Khayrullah
  Esmatullah
  Latifa
  Anisa
  Nafisa

Title: Mo'in us-Saltana
  Helper of the State

1904 Dec. Trip to India (KES 162-163/2)
1909 Oct. Marr. to Khayriya, Khanoum Effendi, dtr/o Mahmud Beg Tarzi
1916 Ministry of Education

Various military duties throughout
1919 21 Feb. Arrested in Jalalabad after assassination
1920 of Amir Habibullah remained under house arrest in spite

of King Amanullah's attempts to gain his support,

1922 July Appeared in public with King Amanullah.
1928 14 Dec. Called to Arg.
1929 14 Jan. Placed on throne.
  17 Abdicated; evacuated by air to Peshawar (some say 18th)
  27 Arr. Kandahar
  23 May Left Kandahar
  27 Arr. Bombay
  6 July Sailed from Bombay
  27 Arr. Tehran

1946 12 Aug, d. Tehran; 1963 body transferred to mausoleum of

Amir Habibullah in Jalalabad.
HABIBULLAH GHAZI  
(Bacha Saqao)

b. ca. 1890 - d. 1 Nov. 1929   aged 39
r. 17 Jan. 1929 - 13 Oct. 1929   9 months

s/o peasant from village of Kalakan, Koh Daman

Title: Khadem din-i-rasulullah 
Servant of the Religion of the Messenger of God

1921  Joined special regiment raised by Jamal Pasha in Kabul; served ca. three years.
1924  Deserted at time of Mangal revolt in Khost; spent three years in Peshawar thereafter; imprisoned for shopbreaking in Parachinar
     14    Attacked Kabul; repulsed.
     17    Captured Kabul; proclaimed King after departure of King Enayatullah.
1929  12 Oct.  Left Kabul for Koh Daman.
     13    Shah Wali takes Kabul
     16    Surrendered after promises of safe conduct from Nadir Shah.
     1 Nov.  Executed with his followers: shot in Arg, hung on Chaman-i-Houzouri. (KES 2191-2193)

REF: Habibullah, Amir: My Life from Brigand to King. 
London, n.d.

REIGN: HABIBULLAH GHAZI (Bacha Saqao)  
Sub-category: King Amanullah's attempt to regain Kabul, Apr. - May 1929.

KES 2124-2177: 55 pics.

This entire series was taken by KES. All prints are 6 x 10.5 cm. orig. B/W mat.

KES 2142-2145: Crowds with arms and pennants gathered at Manzil Bagh, Kandahar, preparatory to advancing on Ghazni.
KES 2146-2171: The advance.
2146: Car in which KES followed the main columns; accompanied by three recently arrived Turkish officers; Mohd. Sarwar Khan, Barakzai, step-father of Ulya Hazrat; Abdul Ahad Malikyar.
2159: Field telephone.
2160: Bomb thrown on troops from plane piloted by Russian.
KES 2172-2174: Execution of Habibullah Chazi's rep. in Mogor; by shooting.
KES 2177+: Other prisoners, near Ghazni, before execution; by stoning.

A mullah holding a Koran approached Amanullah, Enayatullah, KES and some others one afternoon near Ghazni. As he neared Amanullah he took a small axe from under his chapam and attempted to kill Amanullah. After he was apprehended a letter was found inside the Koran, written in Farsi, proported to be from the British gov. of Baluchistan, promising that the mullah would be rewarded with sheep and money if he would kill Amanullah.
A Polish engineer wearing Afghan clothing was taken prisoner at the same time. All were executed by stoning; no pics. of the stoning because KES was prohibited from witnessing it.

Other personalities represented in this series:
1. King Amanullah
2. Sardar Enayatullah
3. Abdul Habib, Shaghahi (Chamberlain) to Sardar Enayatullah
4. Abdul Wahab Tarzi
5. Abdullah Malikyar
6. Adib, 1/2 bro/o w/o Mahmud Beg Tarzi
7. Khadija dr/o Amir Habibullah; newly married to Abdul Wahab Tarzi (4)
8. Homayra, dr/o Sardar Enayatullah
9. Hasan Ziaye, br-in.-law/o Amanullah
10. Fatah Tarzi, 3rd s/o Mahmud Beg Tarzi
11. Amina Tarzi, dr/o Mahmud Beg Tarzi
12. Obeydullah, s/o Amir Habibullah
13. Zaynab, dr/o Sardar Enayatullah
14. Amena, last dr/o Amanullah
15. KES
16. Sardar Mohd Ali, 5th s/o Amir Habibullah
17. Niamatullah, eldest s/o Aminullah s/o Amir Abdur Rahman

REIGN: HABIBULLAH GHAZI (Bacha Sagao)
Sub-category: Occupation of Kabul; execution
KES 2178-2194: 17 pics.

KES 2178: Photograph of handwritten document declaring King Amanullah an infidel; with signatures of, among others, Shah Mahmud br/o Nadir Khan; Fiayatullah, s/o Amir Habibullah; Azizullah s/o Sardar Nasrullah; Abdul Hadi Dawi, Min. Commerce 1925-29. Date: 1929

KES 2179: Habibullah Ghazi with others. Date: 1929
Ref: Gregorian # 12

KES 2181: Two wives of Habibullah Ghazi. Date: ?

KES 2182: Members of court enjoying a musical performance inside Dilkusha Palace, incl; Mohd. Kabir s/o Amir Habibullah; Sher Jan, Min. Court; Amir of Bokhara; Habibullah Ghazi; Hamidullah br/o Habibullah Ghazi. Date 1929

KES 2183 thru 2185: Jeshn festivities at Gazargah, nr. Kabul; incl. Russian diplomat and wife; Turkish Amb. Mahmud Sami, onetime Command. Harbiya (Military School). Date: 23 Aug. 1929 (1308)

KES 2187, 2190, 2194: Sayyid Husayn, Min. War. Date: 1308 (1929)

KES 2188: Habibullah Ghazi in peasant dress after arrest. Date: 1929 Ref: Dupree 1964, p. 16 and 1973, p. 54; Poullada p. 194; Stewart # 5

KES 2192: Pile of corpses of Habibullah Ghazi's followers, after being shot in Arg moat. Date: 1 Nov. 1929

KES 2193: Corpses hanging on gallows erected on the Chaman-i-Houzouri; bodies numbered; identifications written at top of pic. Habibullah Ghazi's title, Habibullah khadem din-i-rasulullah (Servant of the Religion of the Messenger of God) is here changed to Habibullah khayen din-i-rasulullah (Traitor of the Religion of the Messenger of God), by substituting khadem = servant with khayen = traitor. Date: 1 Nov. 1929
EXILE: Sardar Enayatullah and Family
KES 2195-2268 73 pics.
KES 2195 thru 2196: Quetta. Dated 24 May 1929
2197 thru 2242: Bombay. Dated 27 May - 6 July 1929
2197-2200: Departure of King Amanullah from Bombay; on
shipboard. Date: 22 June 1929
2227-2229: newspaper clippings of the dtrs/o Queen Soraya and
Khayriya born in the Taj Mahal Hotel, Bombay., 20
June 1929. Date: 20 June 1929
KES 2246-thru 2261: Karachi-Basra on H.M.S. Varsova, Glasgow
2262 thru 2268: Basra-Baghdad
2263: King Faisal of Iraq. Studio portrait inscribed to
Sardar Enayatullah. Date: 1929
2266: Nuri Sayyid, Prime Minister of Iraq. Studio portrait
inscribed to Sardar Enayatullah. Date: 1929
2267: Sir Francis Humphreys. Studio portrait inscribed to
Sardar Inayatullah Khan, Date: May 1930
2268: Mary Humphreys. Studio portrait inscribed: "To my
friends Sardar Inayatullah Khan and his wife from their
sincere friend. Mary Humphreys. Peshawar 1904 Kabul
1922-1928 Baghdad April 30th 1930"

Sardar Enayatullah and his family settled in Tehran; numbers returned to Kabul
following the death of Sardar Enayatullah on 12 Aug. 1946; the Deh Afghanan
property was then returned to the family.

END OF CATALOGUE LISTINGS